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ABSTRACT
This research aims to implement E-Learning Physics programs to function as a container
repair misconceptions Physics sfudent in physics. This is important because physical science
concepts in a student absolutely necessary, because the concept of that mistake be fatal. In this
paper presented the activities of the manufacturing Program of e-learning, and its function as a
means of improvement misconceptions of physics students. Activities making E-Learning
Programs include analysis, design, coding, and testing, as well as improve student physics
misconceptions among other assimilation and accommodation. Collecting samples by using
purposive sample with a sample size as much as 120 students of chemical education courses
semester | 201412015,2015120016 and 201612017. The results showed the Program E-learning
can be realized through E-Learrring modules, and found a number of students have
misconceptions. After the use of the E-Learning progmm the average decrease in
misconceptions against the three cases amounted to 7lo/o, fromgl.Tyo to 20.7yo.
1. Introduction
Physics is one of the tenets of the less sought after, it is caused by the physics concept of
abstract so that it is difficult to imagine it, consequently most students just completing physical
problems with formulas, without understanding the background the underlying ptritoiopny
behind' So there are stu\ts who have difficulty leaming physics even wrong coniept. physic.s
is the science of empirical, abstract and mathematical. Staiement of physics irust be supported
!V tte results of experiments, experimental results used for exploratory information to-form afurther theory [l]. These three physical properties of abstrait, empirical and mathematical
computer progmm equipped e-leaming plays a role in teaching and the development of the
science of physics. The computer can display the absJrqct.orr""plr of physics became real with
the visualizations, animations, and simulations. In addilQn the computer can create a concept
more attractive so that adds to the motivation to leam altlqrderstand. In line with this, the
leaming outcomes of students for courses in physics three the"tof learning (odd semester
201312014 semester 201412015, odd, and odd semester 2016/2017)-hot yet -showed optim*r
results qualitatively as well as quantitatively, It is caused by many factors such as there is still a
misconception in physics student, submission of materiali less attractive and less involved in
student learning so that the leaming of less interest.
_ 
The misconception is the event of acceptance, planting, understanding, and development of
the concept in contrast to concepts that students understand and are developed by experts [2]-The truth concept of physics student is absolutely necessary, because the concepiis something
fatal. Improvements that can be made against such misconception is done via tlie approach of
assimilation and accommodation. The approach of assimilation and accommodation can be used
through effective learning, which optimizes the use of the five senses to soak up stimulus. One
of the ways to optimize the application of stimulus is through a fun atmosphere in the study. In
order to created an atmosphere of fun in learning, teaching material submitted must be arranged
consecutively, systematic and is equipped with a multimedia system. It can be poured in e-
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learning program, capable of functioning as a media presentation of the information in the formof text, graphics, animations, simulations, exercises quantitative analysis, feedback, active,
reactive, giving instructions that are individually in accoidance with the progress of his studies,
and others' EJearning should be able to make abstract concepts become real until it is easy to
understand the students, this can be realized with the help of a computer. The specifics of the
study in this paper is the Improvement of student misconceptions physics via ihe E-learningProgram.
The problem, Based on the above description of the problem formulated as the following
"how to irnplement E-leaming Program for improvement of student Misconceptions of physics,,
l.l 
- 
The Study Of Literature and The Development of Hypotesis
E-Learning is as a form of information technologies applied in education in the form of a
virtual school [3]. But.in general e-leaming is definid as a'formal or informal learning is donethrough electronic media, such as the Internet, cDRoM, tape, DVD, TV, h. pone, pDA etc. [4].Information technology-based education is a system ofeducation that the learning process takesplace with the right benefit from information technology. In addition, information technology-based education may take the form of simple i.e. using iledia CD-ROM. E-Learning CD-ROM-based leaming material, a]l9ws can be brought studenls in the form of a CD-R0M, then learned
on the computer. Research in Iowa suggests, students preferred the use of simulations compared
methods lectures, so it is recommended to let students use simulations as a small group activity
and allowed them not to follow lectures passive but replace it with a more activJ leaming [5].computer simulations made realistic, inilude the usei desires, 
";";i";;,-"il;;;;;:'i:rr",adventures, challenges, and will interest students in leaming tol. rr,e 
""i-;r#U;;j; u.loa"ato the curriculum to improve the quality of the lesson *Itt o"t the need for a revision of the
material and the existing text. In addition, research shows that, the Virtual Classroom is able toprovide some of the more interesting option if implemented with the proper approach [7].)zirtual Leaming is a lot of,interest piop1" because of its potentiat nas been felt to make theleaming process becomes effective [gl.
Research at Waseda, Japan shows, eJearning is an effective leaming tool and the use of e-learning is significantly showed the difference.ietween learning using 
"Jea*ing with learningin the classroom are traditionally [9]. The results ofthe other teJts through questionnaires by 45respondents indicated that project requirement using the model of product-Service systems (psS)to define a roadmap of development of eJeamin! as a whole is going well and deserves toimplemented [10]. Further Research on the use of Interactive 3D 
"-leurning in JUNIoR HIGHSCHooL No' 151 and MTs No. 77Bl95 Bandung shows that e-learning Interactive 3Dpreferred and highly preferred (s + ss) for use as a medium of instruction 
,74o/o,increase abilitycogrritive 83Yo, attractilze and easy to use TTyo,motivate and interest study 7g%.As the above research findings lately charac teizedby the existence of Cyber-shaped learningformat (eJearning) through computeis and the intemet trrt- onii-ne classes are likely to besuccessful when based on- the.pedagogical sciences and ieaching material of the correctcompilers [12]' Leaming e-learning 
"rubl"t students to make learning independently, it is easyto understand the abstract, and_ can do practical work virhrarrv trzl i"a*ing"ir,yri", r,becoming unpalatable consumed students when it is packed wiih gooa and true animation.Computer use can create meaningful learning, learning management, efficient administration
and. effective [13]- virtual Reality is a technology -that .ui 
-or" a user to a differentenvironment without moving it physically, this iianipulation fro."r, is controlled by acomputer model based on the physical environment [4]. Simulation in virtual Reality inrealtetms provides an intuitive to practice for students and teachers to communicate with each otheryi$lv and accurately t151. Research atLafiia University of Agliculture shows its virtualReality (VR) on E-Learning increases the effectiveness of [amingTraining and also beneficial[16]' Research on the use of 3D animation for games and leaming shows,ihere is a significantlearning outcome differences between learning using gameJ una animation 3 D with
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conventional learning. The response of the students against the ideas of games and 3D
animation in learning more than l0o/o or belongs to high [17]. Limited ability to manage
learning lecturer can be helped by means of ICT-based learning [18]'
2, Methods
To produce a software product engineering (e-learning) needed step Analysis, design, coding,
and testing [ 9].2.1 e-learning needs analysis.
In order for e-learning functions as a container repair concept of physics student, then he
should be able to as a Messenger that doubles as a teaching material of media presentations in
the form of text, graphics, tables, animations, simulations, exercises, quantitative analysis,
feedback behind, active, reactive, giving individual instruction in accordance with the progress
of his studies required learning modules, namely cereal module material, demo, analysis, and
examination of material module test practice and examination.
''o"rrllrir!?;f:r'{:"!;?:{: rone to achieve e-rearning prosrams incrude (r) determine the
topics that will be made, (2) determine the animation to be used, (3) analyze the content that
*ill b" shown, (4) determine the kinds of demos to be created, (5) planning the information
flow in the system to be made in procedures, structures, and the expected appearance, (6)
evaluate designs that have been created, (7) perform a revision, if found the problem, and (8)
decide what software will be used. As for this design work is to (1) create a model animation
system of eJearning, (2) draft, (3) Planning process, and (4) Speciff the design ofthe database.
i.s lYriting the Frogram l
The program uses Macromedia Flash using either tool or Action Script. To test interactivity
used button.
2.4 test the e-learning system
Tests done to prove that elearning is made true proven can be operated and used to process of
learning physics. These tests include running a program, interactivity, and the validity of the
program (compatibility with the concept of Physics).e. Test the e-learning Functions as a
container repair concept ofphysics students
2.4.1 population and Sample
Population is the entire object is examined, while the sample is part of the population [20].
Therefore the sampling technique using total sampling, namely an odd semester chemistry
students 201412015,201512016 and201612017 as many as 120 people.
2.4.2 vqriables,
variable in impact test consists of free variables and bound variables.
learning programs and tests to uncover improvement misconceptions ph
variables are bound is score (%) decrease in misconceptions of physics s
2.4.3 learning materials)
Material test impact is material learning basic physics topics the two
includes Motion Bullets, motion, and the motion of the rocket.
2.4.4 Instrument
The question of tests given aims to find out the misconceptions of physics \dents, adapted to
the competence of the chill in learning. This research uses reserved as ma\y as 30 grains.
Reserved function tests measure students'cognitive ability, including memories of 13.3o/o,
36.1% understanding, application of 33.3oh, and analisisl6.T%. with compositions that tend to
form a normal curve.
2.4.5 how to collect, process, and data analysis
a. Data collection.
Concepts Of Physics. Data to test the concept of Physics students obtained using reserved
given to samples. This research uses reserved as many as 30 rounds with objective range of
minimum-maximum total score 0 to 100.
ree variables is the e-
sics sfudents, whereas
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Misconceptions of physics students. To know of any improvements to the misconception of
students is calculated by means of s : (nMl nM2 
-) x 100%, an improvement of concepts (o),
the'correct Concept when pre test (nMl) x 100%o, the correct concept when the post test (nM2) x
l00Yu E-Leaming program is said to be effective as Repair concept (o) if (nM2) > nM I . To test
the effectiveness of Repair Concepts used statistically the distribution formula Student with
region freedom: (nl + n2-2).The criteriausedto acceptt (no difference) istl *%ta<< tl-
Yz a..The price is calculated by the formula:
s2= [(nr - 1) s.,2+ (n, - 1) sz2]
(xr-xz)
=i*,-#(n.r+nr-2)2.5 Hypothesis
l. eJeaming Program can be implemented for learning Physics
2. The use of e-leaming Programs can reduce misconceptions of physics students
3. Results And I)iscussion
3.1 Results
3.1.1 physics e-learning Program
E-leaning program generated the following 3 parts are the inputs, processes and outputs, input
load 3-dimensional motion parameter, the output is the result of study consists of knowledge,
skills and attitudes while the process has the syntax of the role of the student, the contents e-
learning modules, and the role of e-learning. EJearning program can be 
,implemented via
module-module eJeaming module consisting of cereal material, demd, analysis, and
examination of material module test practice and examination.
3.1.2 Student Physics Misconceptions
Based on data obtained from research, found a number of students who are having a
misconception. After the use of the E-Learning Program took place decrease misconceptions
physics in motion bullets, rocket motion and satellite motion amounted to 7loh, from 9l.7yo to
20.7%
3.2 Discussion
Misconception correction can be done in two ways, namely the approach of assimilation is the
action so that the students can use the concept they are holding to resolve new problems faced
with how to revamp a bit on original concepts in the adjustment. An ipproach of
accommodation is the Act of changing the concept that has been owned by the students so that
students can use the concept of the right to resolve new problems faced. In this research it turns
out that students experience the misconception on the concept of the human hand thrust against
an object. Originally the student assumes the thrust the hands still working on objects thut ur.
already apart of the hand. But after use the e-leaming program tums students can understand
that thrust applies only when the hand still holding the object, if the object already regardless of
the hand, then thrust a hand stop working on objects. On the motion of the rocket itoa"nt argued
that the combination of straight motion regularity with a straight motion change regularity,
instead of generating motion of the ball, but the resulting motion of the Irregular Straight,
Straight Motion Change Regularity, or Straight motion is fluid. Students also have yet to
understand that the motion is a Parabola can be formed by a mix of straight motion irregular
motion with irregular or changing a straight blend of straight motion turns irregular motion with
a straight change as long as the regular speed not the same. If this the same will produce a
straight motion regularity.
Remedial and Enrichment Programs in E-Learning.
Remedial mean repetition of subject matter by students who have leaming results < 65Yo.In
order for the repetition of the lessons in the E-Leaming Program can be implemented, then
Engineering E-Learning Programs are made flexible so that students can do a repetition of the
lessons correspond to their learning speed. Enrichment is defined as the addition of subject
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matter which is equivalent to the subject matter being studied. Students who follow the
enrichment materials should have a learning outcome > 65oh.In order for the addition of the
subject matter in the E-Learning Program can be implemented, then the E-Learning Program is
made flexible so that students can peiform the addition of subject matter according to the speed
of leaming belonging to each student.
4. Conclusion
1. eJeaning Program can be implemented via module of the presence of the material, demo,
analysis, and examination of material module test practice and examination
2. E-Learning Program can lower the average misconception to three cases in two
dimensional motion (motion bullets, rocket motion and satellite motion) by llYo, from
9l .7% to 20.7o/o.
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